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Introduction
This Education Guide has been produced by STPI to support the 2021 edition of S.E.A Focus. S.E.A.
Focus has continuously sought to provide a unique platform for regional and international galleries
to showcase artworks, as well as for collectors, curators, artists and the public to meet, engage in
and broaden their knowledge of contemporary Southeast Asian art.
S.E.A. Focus 2021 intends to offer a bold new blend of both physical and digital offerings, with a
curated physical exhibition held alongside various online talks and seminars featuring reputable
personalities from the industry. This third edition of S.E.A. Focus hopes to offer galleries, collectors
and the public a way of looking within and beyond the pandemic, creating opportunities for drawing
new and generative connections between our current realities and works of art.

S.E.A. Focus Curated: hyper-horizon
The show titled “hyper-horizon” eschews the usual layout of art fair booths for an open, fluid
exhibition conceived in response to the waves of change and possibilities that seized Southeast Asia
as a result of Covid-19 and its far-reaching sociocultural and economic consequences. This specially
curated showcase attempts to generate focus on the place and vitality of art in the region, especially
in the face of a pandemic-inflected reality.

Learning Objectives
This education guide will introduce learners to a special selection of artworks from “hyper-horizon”
that respond to the themes ‘Transitions and Departures: Cultural Contexts’, ‘New Modes of Making’,
and ‘Adaptation to Materials and Forms’, providing a vantage point from which a better understanding
of the exhibition and works displayed may be grasped.
Learners will be introduced to the relevant themes and trends in modes of art-making as seen in
contemporary Southeast Asian works of art, stimulating discussion and reflection. Included here are
images and information about the selected artworks, as well as guiding questions and ideas for
future exploration and learning.
The questions and images are to be used for educational purposes only.
For more information on the exhibition and scheduling a visit for your learners please visit
https://seafocus.sg/
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PHUNK
IWAN EFFENDI
JIMMY ONG

Transitions and Departures
Cultural Contexts

Artist
Title
Date
Medium

: PHUNK
: Control Chaos
: 2003-2020
: Silkscreen on Congregated Boards

Introduction
PHUNK is a contemporary art and design collective based in Singapore. Described as “The
Champion of Singapore’s Graphic Scene”, PHUNK has continuously propagated a visual signature
that seamlessly blends and reinterprets their diverse influences such as traditional Chinese craft,
philosophy and folklore, Hong Kong wuxia pulp fiction, Japanese manga and otaku subculture, as
well as Western popular culture into a singular creative thought that reflects their multi-cultural
identity, background and environment.
The group consists of Alvin Tan, Melvin Chee, William Tan and Jackson Tan, and the work above,
Control Chaos (2003-2020), is a celebratory gesture commemorating the artists’ 25 years of
working together.
The Work
Control Chaos is a notable artwork from 2003 that has been updated in light of global developments
including the Covid-19 pandemic. Depicted here are the artists’ interpretations of heaven and hell,
with an urban landscape separating the two disparate realms.
The original version was designed in response to the 2001 terror attacks of 9/11 and the 2003
SARS pandemic. This revised version of the work is PHUNK’s response to the different chaotic
periods that have been faced globally.
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Questions to Consider
1. How does the work tie in to the theme “Transitions and Departures”?
2.

What kind of commentary do you think PHUNK is making about the current global situation
based on the visuals of this artwork?

3.

Why is the title Control Chaos?
a.
b.
c.

Look closely at the artwork, can you describe the type of visuals that are used? What do
you think it represents?
Using the visuals in this work, recreate a scene using your imagination that will depict
heaven and hell. What visuals did you use and why did you use them?
There are many references to Chinese folklore in this artwork. Conduct research on some
of these symbols and compare the differences they have in reference to the current cultural
context of Singapore and to other Asian countries.

KEYWORDS
Silkscreen, Culture, Philosophy, Subculture, Global, Symbols, Folklore
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Transitions and Departures
Cultural Contexts

Artist
Title
Date
Medium

: Iwan Effendi
: The Visitor
: 2019
: Rattan, wood, plywood, cloth, papier-mâché, aluminium

Artist
Title
Date
Medium

: Iwan Effendi
: visitor extended
: 2020
: Rattan, wood, paper, washi, charcoal on paper
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Introduction
As the Co-Founder and Co-Artistic Director of Yogyakarta’s Papermoon Puppet Theatre, Iwan
Effendi brings puppet characters to life with individualised narratives and emotions. However, in his
own art practice, Iwan Effendi is very much interested in the formative, early stage in the making of
these puppets. With their ‘daydreaming faces’, they wait upon their puppeteer to endow their empty
shells with layers of thought, speech, and emotions.
The puppet theatre tradition, also termed Wayang in Bahasa Indonesia, has been woven into
Indonesia’s cultural history for more than a thousand years. Although Effendi’s art does not directly
reference or deal with the history of puppet theatre, his works envision imaginary worlds and
characters that open our minds up to narratives that seem exceptionally characteristic of Indonesian
Wayang traditions. The whimsical and animated characters in his works point to a rich tradition of
storytelling and narration.
Recontextualising
Similar to PHUNK’s Control Chaos, Effendi has also revised an earlier artwork, The Visitor (2019)
to a newer version, visitor extended (2020). This decision to extend an artwork is an interesting
factor in the context of this exhibition and the themes of transitioning and adapting to current cultural
contexts.
With this in mind, consider a comparison between the puppets in The Visitor and visitor extended.
1. How is visitor extended different than The Visitor?
a. Are there different colours used? Why do you think these different colours were
used?
b. Are the forms of the puppets different in any way?
2. Does visitor extended evoke different emotions when you look at it?
a. Why do you think these different emotions were evoked?
b. Are there specific details that particularly affected the way you felt when looking at
visitor extended?
Reflections
Effendi mentioned that the most important feature of the puppet is the face because it is the aspect
that viewers first encounter. The eyes engage us in a deep personal connection, leading the narrative.
Each puppet also embodies a range of emotions and psychological states. The artist believes that
the three-way communication between the viewer, the puppet, and the puppeteer will happen at an
intimate level during storytelling.
Conduct some research on Wayang puppetry and compare the similarities and differences between
the traditional forms of storytelling and the contemporary puppets created by Effendi. How are these
two forms of storytelling, Effendi’s and the traditional form, different?
KEYWORDS
Storytelling, Puppetry, Narratives, Wayang, Folk art
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Transitions and Departures
Cultural Contexts

Artist
Title
Date
Medium

: Jimmy Ong
: Ayam Sirsak, Raffles Trophies
: 2018
: Charcoal on paper

Introduction
Jimmy Ong is a Singaporean artist recognised for his monumental figurative charcoal works on
paper. His recent drawings such as Ayam Sirsak, Raffles Trophies (2018) touch on topics that
explore historical, political figures and events, focusing especially on the colonial histories of
Southeast Asia.
Ong became interested in the historical figure, Sir Stamford Raffles, and his positioning within the
context of Javanese history after moving to Indonesia. He became aware of the differences in
attitudes towards Raffles in Singapore and Indonesia.
In Indonesia, Raffles is less revered and widely criticised. Through the restructuring of Raffles’
established symbolism, Ong’s Ayam Sirsak, Raffles Trophies reflects his thoughts on a history of
colonial violence that has long been overlooked in Singapore.
Symbolic References
Take some time to look at the objects in Jimmy Ong’s drawing. You will notice a plethora of objects
arranged around an antique chair, a departure from the figurative drawings we have come to expect
of Jimmy Ong.
•

Can you make out what these objects are?
o What do you think each of these different objects represents?
o Do these objects call to mind any themes or topics related to Singapore’s history?
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Questions to Consider
Have you noticed the words that are inscribed around the drawing? Consider how the text included
changes viewers’ perceptions of the work.
1. Can you make out some of the words inscribed?
2. How do these words change viewers’ perception of the drawing as a work of art?
KEYWORDS
Charcoal drawing, Text, Narratives, History, Decay
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New Modes of Making
Digital

Artist
Title
Date
Medium

: Hà Ninh Pham
: Institute of Distance from My Land
: 2020
: Digital game, vinyl wallpaper, video duration: 8 min

Introduction
Hà Ninh Pham is an artist from Hanoi, Vietnam, who works primarily in drawing and sculpture. His
works explore the way in which we construct an understanding of territories from afar. Pham’s artistic
imagination flourishes in an extraordinary alternate universe compounded with ideas. He is
interested in representing imaginary landscapes that are free from anything recognisable from the
real world, his reason being the curious stability inherent in these self-created worlds that at times
seems absent in the world around him.
Technology
Video games were part of Pham’s early visual exposure as a child. As his father was part of the
original team to bring the Internet to Vietnam in 1997, he was able to gain first-hand access to the
earliest computer games. When he moved to America to further his studies, he found it difficult to
assimilate culturally, resulting in a re-absorption into video games as a space of safety and familiarity.
In Institute of Distance from My Land (2020), Pham brings these 2 ideas together: an imaginary
world depicted in a video game format. This is a place that he feels he may have absolute control –
a deconstruction and interrogation of the politics of power.
Gaming and Art
The artist’s intention of this work appears to be an extrication of the viewer out of their personal realworld experiences. Here, we may immerse ourselves fully into the make-believe, perhaps so that the
journey to explore a separate world may begin.
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Surrealism
Does Pham’s work reminds you of the art historical movement Surrealism in any way? Defined as a
means to reunite the conscious and unconscious realms of experience so completely that the world
of dreams and fantasy would be joined to the everyday rational world, Surrealism uses symbolism
drawn from the subconscious depths of our minds to explore how ideas can be transmitted across
times and culture.
Questions to Consider
Consider the themes and intentions of the Surrealist art movement and how it relates to and
compares to the Pham’s works.
1. Have you noticed how this new mode of producing artwork adds an additional experiential
dimension when you are engaging with the work in ‘game mode’?
2. How different is this kind of art installation compared to traditional mediums such as painting
or sculpture?

KEYWORDS
Dream, Fantasy, Surrealism, Games, Symbols
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New Modes of Making
Video Performance

Artist
Title
Date
Medium

: Kawita Vatanajyankur
: The Spade
: 2020
: Single-channel UHD video Edition of 4 + 3 AP

Introduction
In her performance videos, Kawita Vatanajyankur transforms her body into a site upon which issues
of labour, feminism, oppression and consumerism are challenged. The Spade (2020) is presented
as video stills on screens which has become an interesting mode of performance art otherwise
usually performed live.
This piece is part of a larger series entitled Field Work. Vatanajyankur presents her body in place of
objects commonly used by women working in the fields. Inspired by female labour in her native
Thailand, Vatanajyankur contorts her body into positions that are testament to the capability and
resilience of the female body as she investigates the sociopolitical themes of labour in her works.
Design in Art
Drawing from a globalised and digitally networked visual language of consumption and instant
gratification, Vatanajyankur’s works bear a peculiar resemblance to bold and colourful
advertisements.
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This bold use of colour in her video art forms a playful backdrop to her seriously themed and socially
critical performances.
1. Can you explain the motivation behind the artist’s choice of set design?
2. How do the colours and textures used in Vatanakyankur’s works add and emphasise the
meaning of behind her works?
Think and Reflect
In her video performances, Vatanajyankur’s poses are rich with symbolic meaning. Conduct research
on how symbolism has been used in art history.
1. What are the key reasons for artists’ utilisation of symbolism in their works?
2. Consider how the use of symbols helps us decipher the world around us.
KEYWORDS
Labour, Tool, Social Justice, Feminism, Symbolism
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New Modes of Making
Multimedia

Artist
Title
Date
Medium

: Ho Tzu Nyen
: Critical Dictionary of SEA
: 2017- ongoing
: Single-channel HD video, algorithmic editing system, 5 Channel sound,
LED lights, 1PC. Duration – infinite

Introduction
This multimedia project has been compiled and conceptualised by Singaporean artist Ho Tzu Nyen.
Also accessible online at https://cdosea.org, Critical Dictionary of SEA (2017–) figures as a
database composed of texts, music, and online images that Ho has been composing for several
years. For each personal visit of the online site, an algorithm selects and weaves together a different
set of sounds and images as to form an Abecedary of Southeast Asia, much like a sonic-visual
dictionary. As these fragmentary narratives, ideas and scenes are seamlessly woven together into
an experiential cacophony, viewers are drawn into an interface of displacement, bombarded with
information, questions and suggestions. What exactly is meant by the ‘unity’ of Southeast Asia, a
region that has historically never been unified by language, religion or political structures?
The Artist as the ‘Choreographer’
Ho has worked in collaboration with other artists to present this work. He sees himself as a
‘choreographer’, gathering research and working with others to present his ideas artistically. He
takes up the role of artistic director by setting up creative processes with each of his collaborators,
leaving them each to work in relative freedom.
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Questions to Consider
The artist began with the form and format of a dictionary in conceiving this work, ultimately departing
from the indexical logic of these organised texts.
1. Have you noticed the overlapping and intersecting of disparate sequences in the work?
a. What do you think the artist’s intentions were in producing the work this way?
2. How does this fragmentary experience call to mind the Southeast Asian region?
a. Does the work seem to you ‘critical’ of traditional understandings of Southeast Asia?
b. What historical events may Ho have had in mind when conceiving of this work?
c. Conduct some research on colonialism in Southeast Asia. How has colonialism
affected contemporary understandings of Southeast Asia as a region?
Further Thinking
Look in-depth at one or more terms used within the work and think about the connection between
these words.
• What might the artist have intended by drawing these linguistic links?
For example, H is a multi-term entry using the words such as ‘Humidity’, ‘Hydrography’, ‘Hydraulics’
and ‘ Hydrography’. All four terms are related to water.
• Why do you think the artist group them in this pattern?
Take time to notice the soundtrack and singing used to enunciate the words.
• How does sound enhance the experience of viewing this artwork?
• Does singing these words instead of speaking them produce a different effect?

KEYWORDS
Net Art, Video Art, Fragmentation, Unity, Colonialism, History
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Adaptation to Materials and Forms

Artist
Title
Date
Medium

: Rirkrit Tiravanija
: untitled 2016 (nothing)
: 2016
: Saffron dyed cotton, thread, metal grommets

Introduction
This large scale artwork has been created specifically to fit the space at the opening of S.E.A Focus.
Rirkrit Tiravanija has adapted his creative process and choice of materials to the large space
presented to him here.
Tiravanija’s physical works are conceptual and often imbued with an interest in cultural contexts. He
adapts to using humble materials in his physical works as he has done here in untitled 2016
(nothing), made from a combination of different monks’ cotton robes.
In Thailand, Buddhist monks in the community have their ranks determined by the colour of their
robes. Here, Tiravanija presents the different colours associated with the monks’ rankings as large
rectangular swathes of cloth, woven together to form a collective tapestry.
Modernism
Here, Tiravanija seems to have been influenced by a Modernist, specifically Minimalist aesthetic. His
interest in Modernism is apparent in this abstract composition of large rectangles. In Modernist art,
the work is usually focused on the investigation of line, shape, colour or form at times inflected by
the self-referential.
•
•

What is your response and interpretation of this artwork?
Think about the artist’s specific choice of material and the possible social commentaries he
might be making.
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Think and Reflect
Tiravanija is known for his works that invite participation from his audiences. In 1992, Tiravanija
produced a piece, Untitled (Free), at 303 Gallery in New York where he converted the gallery space
into a kitchen in which he served rice and Thai curry for free to guests and audiences.
1. How do you think interaction with works of art changes viewers’ experience of these works?
2. Should you have been able to interact with – touch, feel, experience – Tiravanija’s untitled
2016 (nothing), do you think your perspective of the work would have changed?
KEYWORDS
Minimalism, Social Commentary, Participation, Materiality
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Adaptation to Materials and Forms

Artist
Title
Date
Medium

: Alvin Zafra
: Baluarte de Santiago
: 2019
: White stone on sandpaper

Introduction
Alvin Zafra is known for making powerful works by adapting his use materials in interesting ways,
specifically by etching and scratching found objects onto the surface of sandpaper. The resulting
marks or images become the work’s surface information, and the subject matter in return resonates
with the object used in the creation of these works.
Over the years, Zafra has worked with human and animal bones, steels, bullets, stones and glass but
to name a few. In this particular piece, Zafra has used white stone to produce etchings of the stone
ruins of the Baluarte de San Diego, a bastion in Intramuros, part of the Spanish colonial fortification
in the walled city of Manila in the Philippines. It is thought that the white stone used was possibly
collected from a site-visit to the historic monument.
Materiality
The material used to create the artwork gives it greater intensity and a richer understanding of the
artist’s process. In this case, the material has become part of the artwork as he has drawn with the
white stone until it disappears into the surface becoming the material used and also part of the
artwork in its entirety.
Think and Reflect
This artwork is large in scale, spanning around four metres, additionally being displayed as a triptych
mounted on 3 wood panels. Conduct research on how history has used the format of the triptych in
displaying works of art.
•
•

Why do you think the artist has decided to use this format of display for Baluarte de Santiago
(2019)?
Consider the history of the site and its significance. How might this have affected the way
Zafra has decided to display the piece?

KEYWORDS
Process, History, Stone, Materiality
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Adaptation to Materials and Forms

Artist
Title
Date
Medium

: Syaiful Aulia Garibaldi
: Porculen Sudor #3
: 2020
: Lichen and thermometer on andesite

Introduction
Syaiful Aulia Garibaldi started off as a student of agriculture before moving on to pursue a BA in
Fine Arts. He persistently applies his scientific background and knowledge in producing conceptually
varied works of art. He is interested in nature and how science and art can interact and be explored
artistically.
Significant to his practice is the form of the mushroom. Colloquially known as the ‘mushroom artist’,
Garibaldi explores the evocative power of microorganisms and the concept of what is less seen but
remains close at hand.
Organic Materials
In Porculen Sudor #3 (2020), Garibaldi forces a close observation of lichen, here grown on two small
pieces of andesite, a type of rock. Interestingly, the artist here seems also to encourage a redefinition
of the object of art, here conceived as a living, breathing organism, bound to the cyclical nature of
life’s processes – birth, growth, death, decay, rebirth. Garibaldi’s decision to mount thermometers
onto these rocks further corroborates the sense of temporality and delicacy associated with forms
of life, wherein balance and intricate care are crucial to a sustained thriving.
•
•

How does this artwork encourage a different perspective to works of art? Think about the
different conditions this work may have be kept at in order to preserve its organic forms.
Conduct some research on other artists who have similarly used living organisms in their
work (e.g. Damien Hirst). How does the use of these organisms affect viewers’ experience
of these works of art?
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Questions to Consider
1. What do you think the artist’s intentions were in utilising living organisms in this work?
2. Does the use of these organisms in works of art bring about certain contentions with regards
to the ethics of human authority over other living creatures?
3. What sociopolitical commentaries do you think the artist might be making in his specific
choice of materials?
KEYWORDS
Organic, Life, Decomposition, Cycle
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